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Motivation
Fermilab strives to operate its accelerator complex without interruption, and unplanned outages of the Linac (Linear Accelerator) impose downtime on the entire complex which it feeds. The Linac accelerates H+ ions to more than 70% the speed of light, at 400 MeV kinetic energy. This is achieved with a carefully tuned series of RF (Radio Frequency) accelerating cavities. For the RF stations and support systems, the Linac presents about 2800 control system devices, monitored and operated by the Main Control Room. Through Machine Learning (ML), data streams from these devices can be used to foresee and automatically mitigate unplanned Linac outages, maximizing up time and conserving lab resources.

Timeline
Initially – Explored Linac-fault data from March-July, 2021 to better understand the recorded frequencies of each fault type, plotted clustering results, and performed clustering studies in the UMAP plane.
Afterwards – Duplicate fault types and planned downtime faults were removed from the Linac-fault data.
At the same time – Understood Linac-fault data to be fault-seconds of each fault type rather than instances of each fault.
Finally – Reproduced clustering results and obtained performance metric scores: homogeneity and completeness. [See the last section]

Clustering
Unsupervised k-Means and GMM algorithms each learned to label points on the 2D UMAP plane by their location alone. Label count was matched to ground-truth label count, and random seeds set for reproducibility. K-Means partitions the plane into non-overlapping areas by nearest cluster center, placed iteratively. Gaussian Mixture Method instead uses overlapping 2D Gaussians.

Methods
Recorded Linac-fault data from 24 selected Linac devices in 10-second outage intervals underwent dimensional reduction by UMAP (Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection), obtaining a 2D plane with a data point from each outage interval. This plane from UMAP enables cluster analysis by fault type, and defining the boundaries of clusters allows prediction of fault type for future faults. With extensive use of Pandas and Scikit-learn, K-Means and the Gaussian Mixture Model were both used in order to come up with their respective predicted labels and clusters of the outages. In order to measure the performance of the clustering, homogeneity and completeness metric scores were assed on a 0 (worst case) to 1 (best case) scale.

Homogeneity shows what amount of predicted clusters contain only members of a single class, and completeness measures if all members of a class are assigned to the same cluster. Both metrics use a scale of 0 to 1 where a higher score is better. Figures 6 and 7 show overall similar behavior. K-Means had slightly higher homogeneity while GMM had slightly higher completeness.